Mathematical modeling of electrochemical remediation for soils under galvanostatic conditions.
This work proposes a mathematical model for the electrochemical remediation of clayey soils based on the total volume concept for a two-phase system. The mathematical formulation was done including contributions from theories for: groundwater, membranes, porous electrodes and environmental soil chemistry. The resulting model accounts for: free and complexed species in the soil matrix and the pore solution; chemical reactions taking place on either phase and/or between phases; a dynamic soil surface charge affected by the ion content of the pore solution; and electroneutrality of the total volume. Soil surface charge was included in a modified Ohm's law (voltage gradient) and in a modified Schlög's law (convective movement). Numerical implementation was done using orthogonal collocation on finite elements for spatial derivatives, and forward finite differences for time derivatives. Visual Fortran supported by IMSL subroutines was used for computer simulation. Model predictions were successfully compared with reported experimental data. Also, an analysis of pH profiles through the soil is provided for conditions when parameters including hydrostatic head, applied current density and initial pH are modified.